Critical behavior and scaling relationships at the SmA(d)-N and N-I transitions in nonyloxycyanobiphenyl (9OCB).
Different kind of measurements were performed on the liquid crystal nonyloxycyanobiphenyl (9OCB) to carry out a study of the molecular dynamics in the smectic A (SmA), nematic (N), and isotropic (I) phases as well as an exhaustive analysis of both the SmA-to-N and N-to-I phase transitions. For the dynamic study, broadband dielectric spectroscopy (102 to 1.8 x 109 Hz) was used. Two orientations (parallel and perpendicular) of the molecular director with regard to the probing electric field were investigated. From this study, the static dielectric permittivity was obtained in both alignments and, in addition, the molecular motions that contribute to each one were discussed. The static dielectric data together with specific heat and volumetric determinations were analyzed, proving that both phase transitions are weakly first order, displaying a nearly tricritical behavior. However, the width of metastable regions seems to be dependent on the physical magnitude, although specific heat and volumetric determinations allow for comparable results. It should be noticed that the temperature derivative of the static dielectric permittivity, specific heat, and isobaric thermal expansion coefficient data derived from volumetric determinations are related to each other by scaling relationships.